
We do not inherit the earth from OUR
ANCESTORS.

We borrow it from OUR CHILDREN

NATIVE AMERICAN QUOTE



https://www.youtube.com/@3dpromoplastic

https://youtu.be/lbIM-7wB6rM?si=8W0UbY0mTtX9v_kT

https://youtu.be/TzPIwFevUNo?si=sBvr5Vn_dA43oW8z

PLANT FOR FUTURE

YOUTUBE CHANNEL

https://youtu.be/lbIM-7wB6rM?si=8W0UbY0mTtX9v_kT
https://youtu.be/lbIM-7wB6rM?si=8W0UbY0mTtX9v_kT
https://youtu.be/TzPIwFevUNo?si=sBvr5Vn_dA43oW8z


Planting For FUTURE

SEED PENS
PATENTED



We USE Pens at Home
Use your Pen, Plant your Seeds!



Use The Pen and PLANT The 
SEEDS

Engage More-Give Back



Use The Pen and PLANT The SEEDS

Usefulness is Key and Consumers will be much more likely to 
keep a promotional product that is useful, according to the 
survey. For writing instruments, the percentage for 
USEFULNESS is 91%.
Study also asked respondents whether they could identify the 
advertisers on the promotional items they currently owned. The 
result: Nearly nine in 10 (86%) U.S. recipients of promotional 
merchandise can identify the advertiser on the item, the highest 
of any country in the study. 
On Study, the average number of impressions each promotional 
product receives was calculated. The number of impressions a 
product makes was derived from multiplying how long a recipient 
has the product to how many people he meets each month while 
using it. 

The world’s first biodegradable pen made from corn! Corn? Yes, 
corn!
Except for the ink refill, this green pen is made from corn, a 
revolutionary new material derived from cornstarch. Corn is 
remarkably similar in look and feel to ordinary plastics with one 
important exception: it is completely biodegradable! This means 
that unlike conventional plastics that never breakdown, this 
green pen will disintegrate in about a few months after being 
discarded (breakdown occurs in soil, corn posters, landfills, etc.)
Corn raw material supplied by
 BIOPLA, and we do have certificates for DIN EN 13432 ASTM 
D6400 test and SGS reports.
100% biodegradable plastics is only option to save the 
environment. It is important for Growing Economies.



Corn Starch used as raw material 

It turns to biodegradable resin

Biodegradable seed pensBio plastic parts decomposes into organic fertilizer

No Toxic gas ,No polluting soil. 
Your seeds will grow
And parts will go back to nature 



PATENTED
Eco-friendly, biodegradable Kraft-barrel pen filled with non-toxic  writing ink. Herb 
or vegetable plant seeds hidden in pen’s push button top.

Open the pen’s push button top to remove seeds. To plant, place the seeds in water 
for 24 hours. Into a small pot with holes in the bottom for drainage, pour some 
turf soil and scatter seeds over the soil. Pat down and add additional turf soil to 
approximately 4mm (.16”) depth. Place plant in full sun in a window or on a balcony. 
Do not allow plant to dry out; water regularly to retain moisture. When the 
seedling reaches 10-15 cm (4-6”) place in a larger pot. After one year, plant can be 
safely planted outdoors.

KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN UNDER AGE 3.DO NOT SWALLOW.

SEED PENS 2008SG



Great for GREEN Promotional Give 
Aways and Brand Marketing



Great for GREEN Promotional 
Small Business



KRAFT SLEEVE PACKAGING

Box PACKAGING

Seeds: Basil, Cherry Tomato, Pine Tree, 
Arugula, Parsley, Thyme, Strawberry, Lettuce,
Wild Flower and more



Seed Pencils : Natural FSC Certified Wooden Pencil. Bioplastics are 
made from natural materials such as cornstarch. Seeds hidden below 
bio eraser. Patented. Seeds; Basil, Sage, Coriander, Thyme, Parsley, 
Cherry Tomato, Arugula, Pine Tree, Wildflowers.

PATENTED

ECO SEED 100 SPROUT



Quantity 100 300 500 1,000 2,500

Seed Pens 2008SG 1.69 $1.59 $1.29 $1.09 $0.99

Corn-Tomato Seed Pens - - - $1.19 $1.09

SEED PENCILS
ECO SEED 100 OR SPROUT 

- ASK FOR QUOTE $0.99 $0.89

QR CODE SEED PENS - - $1.29 $1.09 $0.99

SMALL BUSINESS SEED PENS
SPINE- TOOTH- DROP CLIP

- - $1.29 $1.09 $0.99

REMAX BALLOON REALTOR $1.39 $1.19 $1.09

Setup                                             $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00

Kraft Sleeve Generic
Kraft Sleeve Customer logo

$0.15
-

$0.15
-

$0.15
-

$0.12
$0.30

$0.12
$0.20

PRICE LIST 

Pricing includes 1 color logo imprint on one side on barrel and full color logo imprint on REMAX Balloon Clip
Seed Options: Pine Tree, Kitchen Herbs ( Basil, Parsley) , Wildflower, Lettuce, Cherry Tomato 



For More Info: www.giftsandspecialties.com
Ph: 1-888-605-4066

Email: Btoy@giftsandspecialties.com

Terms & Conditions 
This section sets forth the Terms and Conditions of sale for Asco Global LLC-Gifts and Specialties . We reserve the right to update or modify these Terms and Conditions at any time and without prior 
notice, please scan the QR code at the top of this page for the most updated Terms and Conditions and pricing. By placing an order with Gifts Specialties , the purchasing party (Purchaser) agrees to 
follow and be bound by the following Terms and Conditions. 
General Terms 
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of prices, item numbers, availability and dimensions; however, Gifts and Specialties is not responsible for typographical errors. Gifts and Specialties 
reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. The total order amount, including tax and delivery charges will be charged to Purchaser’s credit card in full at the time the order is placed. 
Artworks 
All artwork submissions should be in Adobe Illustrator, PDF, EPS, TIF, or CorelDraw format at 300 dpi or higher. 
Order Acknowledgment 
All orders are acknowledged via email.  All changes must be confirmed in writing. All new or repeat orders will receive a final proof within a reasonable amount of time from Gifts and Specialties by 
email. Purchaser accepts full responsibility to follow up with a final proof approval after Purchaser receives the final proof. Gifts and Specialties Inc will not be responsible for any delayed shipment 
since final proof approval was not received from the Purchaser. 
Samples/Proofs 
E-Proof: Signature is required to begin production. All virtual proof must be reviewed carefully. Gifts and Specialties is not liable for any incorrect artwork or layout after proof approval.
Spec/Pre-Production Samples: Highly recommended for large quantity orders or PMS color matching orders. $40.00 charge per color/position on laser or silkscreen plus product cost and shipping. 
(exact matches are not guaranteed). 
Random/Blank Samples: With sufficient inventory, Gifst and Specialties will ship within 48 hours and charge Purchaser shipping cost. Up to 5 pen samples under value $1.00 can be requested at no 
charge if a shipper account is provided. All sample requests must be emailed to ensure accuracy. Purchasers accepts the duty to follow up on the sample request if no confirmation is received within 24 
hours or if further information is necessary to fulfill the request. 
Repeat Orders: $25.00 per color/position. Purchaser agrees to reference previous purchase order when placing orders. Personalization: Please submit a typewritten list (Text or Microsoft Excel format) 
to ensure accurate spelling. Setup is $40.00 File must be saved in the format (upper/lower cases etc.) to be lasered.
Stock engraving style available: Arial, Times New Roman, Times New Roman Italic, Script 
Emailed Paper Proofs: Gifts and Specialties will furnish PDF or JPEG (black & white) virtual proofs at no charge.
Virtual/Digital-Samples: A Virtual Sample is a computer-generated sample in PDF or JPEG format via e-mail. A virtual 
sample’s color and size may vary with the actual product and is not meant to be exactly like the actual product. An EPS artwork must be submitted.
PMS Match: Add $100.00 for custom made barrel special PMS color matches. Please note that a true PMS color match may sometimes not be possible due to the imprint method, surface of the item, 
and the color of the item itself. A spec/pre-production sample is highly recommended to ensure customer satisfaction (see above for spec/pre-production sample pricing). 
Shipping 
Transit time is not included in production time.Shipping Methods: Orders will ship via FedEx or UPS ground unless otherwise specified. 3D Promoplastic Inc can also use purchaser’s own shipping 
account if provided.Drop/Split Shipment Charge: Please contact us for a quote
Price & Terms 
All prices are F.O.B. warehouse in Farmers Branch Dallas TX 75244
All first orders require a 100% deposit to run order.
All less than minimum orders will be subject to a $40.00 charge.
All prices are subject to change without notice.
All prices are in accordance with Gifts and Specialties most recent catalog, we are not liable for any incorrect, published prices elsewhere. All payments must be made by check in US Dollars. 
Prepaid orders via credit cards are accepted with Merchant Fee %2.50

http://www.giftsandspecialties.com/

